Gallium sulfide single crystals have been irradiated with different thermal neutron doses. Defects introduced by neutron irradiation turn out to be optically active, giving rise to absorption bands with energies ranging from 1.2 to 3.2 eV. Bands lying in the band-gap exhibit Gaussian shape. Their energies and widths are independent of the irradiation dose, but their intensities are proportional to it. Thermal annealing is completed in two stages, ending at around 500 and 720 K, respectively. Centers responsible for the absorption bands are proposed to be gallium-vacancy-galliuminterstitial complexes in which the distance between the vacancy ͑acceptor͒ and the interstitial ͑donor͒ determines the energy and intensity of the absorption band, as well as the annealing temperature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gallium sulfide ͑GaS͒ is one of the less studied compounds of the III-VI family, which also includes gallium and indium selenides ͑GaSe,InSe͒. GaS is a layered material with a crystal structure that consists of graphitelike layers bound by Van der Waals forces, unlike the forces inside the layers which are of covalent type. GaS is a semiconductor with an indirect energy gap of 2.5 eV at room temperature and has been proposed as a promising material for near-bluelight-emitting devices. 1 Heavy concentrations of impurities in III-VI laminar compounds are difficult to obtain by conventional doping methods due to the high degree of impurity segregation in such structures; 2 however, attempts to use neutron transmutation doping ͑NTD͒ have been successful in increasing the dopant concentration on others III-VI semiconductors. 3, 4 In NTD the sample is exposed to thermal neutron irradiation. Some isotopes from the chemical species in the sample transmute into other ones by neutron capture and subsequent ␤ decay. This doping technique has two main advantages: ͑i͒ the amount of impurities can be properly controlled if the flux of thermal neutrons and the neutron capture cross sections are known; and ͑ii͒ the distribution of impurities is uniform provided that isotopes are homogeneously distributed in the material.
The drawback is that transmuted atoms are likely to be displaced out of their original positions because of the ␥ and ␤ recoils involved in the transmutation processes. Thus a great number of defects results from these recoils and the residual flux of epithermal neutrons. In order to remove lattice damage and electrically activate the transmuted impurity atoms, thermal annealing at high temperatures is required.
Defects due to neutron irradiation in GaS turn out to be optically active. In this work we study the thermal annealing of neutron irradiated GaS through optical absorption measurements. Experimental details are presented in Sec. II, where a description of the doping and thermal annealing processes is given. The results on the optical properties of the material due to irradiation defects as a function of neutron dose and temperature are presented in Sec. III. And finally, in Sec. IV, we present a defect model based in close vacancy-interstitial complexes which is shown to be coherent with most results here reported.
II. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Neutron capture and radiation damage in GaS
The host atoms of GaS mainly consist of two Ga isotopes and two S isotopes. where is the neutron capture cross section and is the ␤-decay lifetime. An estimation of the extrinsic impurities in GaS irradiated samples can be made by using the equation
where n i is the concentration of isotope i, i its thermal neutron capture cross section, and i extends over all isotopes in sample. ⌽ϭt is the thermal neutron fluence given by the product of thermal neutron flux and the time of exposition of sample t. In the above-described reactions, resulting nuclei are not usually in their original positions but displaced into interstitial positions due to atom recoil resulting from momentum conservation in ␥ and ␤ decays. Fast neutron knock-on can also give rise to atom displacement. The recoil energies from ␥ and ␤ emissions are
where M is the mass of the recoiling nucleus, m is the electron rest mass, and E ␥ and E ␤ are the energies of ␥ and ␤ particles, respectively. Recoil energies due to ␥ emission cover a range of values because various decay channels are possible. On the other hand, recoil energies associated with ␤ decay show a continous spectrum because they depend on the correlation between the emitted neutrino and the ␤ particle.
Energies of only 10-20 eV are required for the creation of Frenkel defects in semiconductors ͓9-10 eV in GaAs, 6 10-20 eV in Si ͑Ref. 7͔͒. These energies are by far much lower than those released in ␥ and ␤ reactions. The atom energy recoils in GaS according to Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ range from 30 to 400 eV; therefore, a great number of defects is expected in samples due to neutron irradiation.
B. Experimental setup
The GaS monocrystals used in this study have been grown by the Bridgman-Stockbarger method from a stoichiometric polycrystalline melt obtained by diffusion of sulfur over melt gallium. The nominal purity of constituent elements ͑gallium and sulfur͒ was of 6N. Slabs about 1 mm thick and 5ϫ10 mm 2 in size were cleaved from the ingot and exposed to a thermal neutron flux of 4.4ϫ10 11 n/cm 2 s, during 35, 70, 138, and 253 h, in order to get fluences between 5ϫ10 16 and 4ϫ10 17 n/cm 2 . We refer to these slabs as F1, F2, F3, and F4, respectively. During irradiation, the fast neutron flux on the samples was lower than 5% of the thermal neutron flux and the sample temperature was 303 K. In these conditions, according to Eqs. ͑1͒, ͑2͒, and ͑3͒, and taking into account GaS parameters, the estimated Ge concentration in samples irradiated for 253 h is about 2.7ϫ10 16 cm Ϫ3 , which is a much lower concentration than the defect concentration that is expected from atom recoil mechanisms.
Samples for optical measurements, with thicknesses ranging from 5 to 250 m, were cleaved from irradiated slabs. The absorption coefficient of samples from all irradiated slabs and a reference nonirradiated sample was measured at room temperature. Isochronal annealing at temperatures up to 800 K was performed only for samples from the F4 slab. At each annealing step samples were heated in vacuum (10 Ϫ3 mbar) for 10 min, in a furnace specially designed to carry out in situ optical measurements. 4 The optical setup consists of a halogen lamp as light source, a focusing mirror, a mechanical chopper, an H25 Jobin-Yvon monocromator with a 25 cm focal, the annealing furnace ͑with focusing lenses for the incoming and outcoming beams͒, and a Si or Ge photodiode whose signal was measured with a lock-in amplifier and stored in a computer.
The furnace sample holder has three holes: one for the irradiated sample, another for a nonirradiated reference sample with the same thickness, and the other for the direct beam. The absorption coefficient was measured from the experimental transmittancy, 8 TϭI/I 0 by the sample-insample-out method: I is the intensity transmitted through the sample and I 0 the direct beam intensity. Below the absorption edge of each sample a constant transmittancy is attained, which is scaled by a constant factor so as to give the theoretical value of a transparent semiconductor slab, which is given by T 0 ϭ(1ϪR) 2 /(1ϪR 2 ). The absorption coefficient is then determined from the scaled transmittancy through
where R is the reflectivity of the sample, which is a function of the refractive index n. The refractive index of GaS has been taken by extrapolation from data of McMath and Irwin. 9 In all spectra shown in the figures of Sec. III the GaS intrinsic absorption has been subtracted. They correspond to the absorption contribution of irradiation defects. Figure 1 shows the extrinsic absorption coefficient of all irradiated slabs in the spectral range from 0.8 to 2.8 eV at room temperature ͑RT͒. The enhancement of the absorption with increasing the neutron fluence clearly appears. Below the GaS intrinsic absorption edge, bands at energies of 1.2 ͑B1͒, 1.55 ͑B2͒, 1.97 ͑B3͒, and 2.28 eV ͑B4͒ are observed.
III. RESULTS
A. Optical absorption coefficient as a function of neutron fluence
Bands B1, B2, B3, and B4 have Gaussian shape and their energies and widths are independent of the neutron Extrinsic absorption is also observed for photon energies higher than the GaS indirect gap, suggesting the presence of resonant levels associated to irradiation defects. A band at 2.56 eV ͑R1͒ is also shown in Fig. 1 . ͑These bands appear more clearly in Fig. 3 in which the spectral range is extended up to 3.1 eV.͒ This part of the extrinsic absorption can also be decomposed in several Gaussian bands at energies 2.56 ͑R1͒, 2.80 ͑R2͒, 2.95 ͑R3͒, and 3.07 eV ͑R4͒ ͑as shown in Fig. 3͒ .
B. Optical absorption coefficient at the annealing temperature
The absorption coefficient was measured at the annealing temperature in order to compare the temperature shift of the band energies with that of the GaS indirect gap. Figure 2 shows the extrinsic absorption spectrum of samples from the F4 slab at the annealing temperature. Bands shift to lower energies with increasing temperature, but they conserve the Gaussian shape. The energy shift is linear in the explored temperature range, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2 . The temperature coefficients are Ϫ0.45, Ϫ0.58, and Ϫ0.15 meV/K for bands B2, B3, and B4, respectively. The bandwidths also increase with temperature. The behavior of the absorption intensity at the annealing temperature is not discussed here, as it is determined by two different mechanisms that cannot be distinguished in that temperature range: the temperature effect on the absorption center parameters and the temperature effect on the defect concentration ͑defect recombination͒. Optical absorption measurements at low temperature would be necessary to isolate the first mechanism. Figures 3 and 4 show the extrinsic absorption coefficient of samples from slab F4 at RT, after annealings at temperatures between 300 and 730 K. In the absorption coefficient range shown in Fig. 3 , only bands B3 and B4 are well resolved. Figure 4 corresponds to a lower absorption range, where bands B1, B2, B3, and B4 are observable. After each annealing step, absorption bands conserve the Gaussian shape. Their energies and widths at RT do not change considerably after annealing at higher temperatures.
C. Optical absorption coefficient at room temperature after annealing
As regards their intensities after annealing, they exhibit different behaviors that can be qualitatively described from the spectra shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . Resonant bands have a maximum intensity at 400 K, and begin to disappear above this temperature. Band B2 is no longer observable above 500 K. Regarding bands B1, B3, and B4, their intensities slightly increase up to 500 K and then steply decrease between 550 and 700 K. This suggests that the defect recombination process is achieved in two steps. Figure 5 , which shows the temperature dependence of the integrated intensity of the extrinsic absorption for different spectral ranges, confirms this hypothesis. All plots in Fig. 5 have an inflexion between 450 and 550 K, and the integrated intensity tends to vanish above 700 K. Figure 6 shows the Arrhenius plot of the intensity of bands B3 and B4 and that of the integrated absorption of resonant bands. Fits calculated according to kinetics models, and shown as solid lines in Fig. 6 , are discussed in Sec. IV. Let us now point out that these Arrhenius plots show that the centers responsible for resonant bands start recombining at a lower temperature and with a lower activation energy than those responsible for bands in the band gap.
It must be outlined that, after annealing at temperatures above 750 K, all samples exhibit oxide layers whose interferencial effect on the transmittancy spectra is stronger than that of the absorption of not recombined irradiation defects. As a result, the extrinsic absorption coefficient could not be accurately determined above that temperature. Nevertheless, after annealing at 800 K, and once the oxidized surface layers are cleaved samples do not exhibit any extrinsic absorption, which means that the Ge transmuted atoms do not modify the GaS intrinsic absorption edge.
IV. DISCUSSION
From studies made on neutron-irradiated materials, 10 it is known that the irradiation defects are homogeneously distributed and mainly consist of vacancy-interstitial pairs. It seems reasonable to assume that in GaS most of these pairs are Ga vacancy-interstitial pairs; at first, because Ga atoms are those primarily removed by recoil in ␤ and ␥ decays, and also because, the Ga atomic number being higher, Ga atoms interact more strongly with all sources of secondary displacements ͑Ga recoiled atoms, ␤ and ␥ rays͒.
In order to propose a model coherent with results reported in Sec. III, we point out some features of the extrinsic absorption in NTD-GaS:
͑i͒
Absorption bands have Gaussian shape; this fact, along with the temperature dependence of their energy and width, is typical of complex centers, formed by close donor-acceptor pairs; ͑ii͒ the absorption band energies cover an interval from 1.2 eV ͑band B1͒ to 3.2 eV ͑resonant bands͒; ͑iii͒ the band absorption intensity is correlated with its energy position: Higher-energy bands have higher absorption intensity; and ͑iv͒ defects responsible for resonant bands start recombining at a lower temperature than that of centers responsible for bands B1, B3, and B4.
On the assumption that most displaced atoms are the Ga ones, the complex centers responsible for the absorption bands would be formed by a Ga vacancy ͑with acceptor character͒ and a Ga interstitial ͑with donor character͒, at different distances. The vacancy-interstitial distance would determine the photon energy and intensity of the optical transition as well as the annealing temperature. Let us at first discuss the annealing temperature and recombination kinetics. The annealing kinetics of two types of defects that are homogeneously distributed and recombine with each other is given by a second-order reaction. 11 Taking into account that isochronal annealing is given to samples, we can obtain the impurity concentration as a function of temperature. Assuming that the intensities of the induced absorption bands are proportional to the defect concentration, we have
This equation can be fitted to the Arrhenius plot of resonant bands ͑Fig. 6͒ yielding an activation energy of 0.3 eV, which corresponds to an annealing temperature of 500 K, but not to that of bands B3 and B4. In fact, centers responsible for these bands seem to recombine through a first-order reaction, which, when isochronal annealing is taken into account, leads to the following equation:
kT ͪͬ .
͑6͒
Fitting Eq. ͑6͒ to the Arrhenius plot of bands B3 and B4 yields an activation energy of 0.5 eV, corresponding to an annealing temperature of 650 K. This activation energy would be a migration energy of vacancies or interstitial atoms, which corresponds to a first-order process.
Investigations on neutron-irradiated InSe ͑Ref. 4͒ show that the recovery of recoil-induced damage is accomplished in two stages. The recovery at temperatures between 325 and 375 K is attributed to close pairs recombination, while the recovery at temperatures above 375 K is attributed to the annealing of isolated centers V In and/or V In -Sn In nonclose pairs. Results here reported indicate a similar behavior in GaS: During neutron irradiation recoiling atoms create a high concentration of Ga vacancies and interstitials at different distances. Only pairs at distances not much higher than the sum of the effective donor and acceptor Bohr radius can contribute to extrinsic absorption. In the first annealing steps, as displaced atoms become mobile the formation of donoracceptor pairs is enhanced. This explains the fact that between 300 and 400 K the intensity of all bands increases. Above 400 K close vacancy-interstitial pairs start recombining in a second-order reaction ͑the intensity of resonant bands starts decreasing͒. At higher temperatures nonclose pairs become close pairs by vacancy or interstitial migration ͑first-order process͒. This would correspond to the decrease of intensities of bands B3 and B4 and explains also why resonant bands are still observed at that temperature.
This model is coherent with the photon energy range at which the different bands are observed. The optical transition between the ground ͑acceptor͒ and the excited ͑donor͒ states is expected to occur at a photon energy given by
where E G is the band-gap energy, E D and E A are the ionization energies of the donor and the acceptor centers, R is the donor-acceptor distance, and ⑀ is the static dielectric constant of the material. The fourth term in the right-hand part of Eq. ͑7͒ corresponds to the Coulombian repulsion between the hole in the acceptor and the ionized donor. If the acceptor is a Ga vacancy, this repulsion energy can be calculated for the most likely positions of the interstitial ͑the hexagonal intralayer site and the octahedral interlayer site͒ at different distances from the vacancy. Figure 7 shows the results of that calculation, using ⑀ ϱ instead of ⑀ 0 , which is justified by the very localized character of donor and acceptor states in GaS. 12 The photon energy range in which extrinsic absorption bands are observed is of the order of 1.8 eV. The repulsion energy for the shortest vacancy-interstitial distance is of the order of 1.3 eV. This can be considered as a good agreement given the simplifying assumptions involved in Eq. ͑7͒. From this equation a vacancy-interstitial distance can be estimated for each center on the assumption that the lowest photon energy at which bands are observed corresponds to
On the other hand, the relative intensity of the absorption bands of complex centers formed by donor-acceptor pairs depends on the vacancy-interstitial distance. The photon absorption by a donor-acceptor pair corresponds to the transition from the acceptor level to the donor level. The intensity of this transition would depend on the dipolar matrix element. On the assumption of both states being described by hydrogenic s functions and the electric field of the incident light being oriented parallel to R, the dipolar matrix element would be given by where C is a proportionality constant, r a is the acceptor radius, r d is the donor radius, R is the acceptor-donor distance, and the angle formed by the radius vector r and the direction of the electric field of the incident light ͑z axis͒. For a homogeneous defect concentration one can assume that pairs at different distances are in very similar concentrations. Therefore, the absorption coefficient would be proportional to the square of the matrix element. Figure 8 shows the square of the matrix element versus the donor-acceptor distance as calculated from Eq. ͑8͒ with r a ϭ0.5 Å and r d ϭ1.5 Å. Symbols in Fig. 8 indicate the calculated relative intensities corresponding to the distances associated to each band through Eq. ͑7͒. Those intensities are in qualitative agreement with those experimentally observed. It must be outlined that only band B2 exhibits a behavior not explained by this model. Two interpretations can be invoked:
͑i͒ Band B2 is related to very close donor-acceptor pairs in which an attractive term due to Van der Waals interaction compensates the repulsion term in Eq. ͑7͒, 13, 14 this would be coherent with the fact that band B2 is no longer observable above 500 K; ͑ii͒ band B2 could be related to centers not included in the model such as bivacancies or sulfur vacancies or interstitials.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Results on optical absorption centers induced by the NTD method in GaS show that the energies and widths of absorption bands are independent of the irradiation dose, and their intensities are proportional to it. No saturation effects are observed in the irradiated samples exposed to a neutron fluence up to 4ϫ10 17 n/cm 2 . The annealing of the irradiation damage has been shown to be accomplished in two stages. Centers responsible for resonant bands ͑at photon energies higher than 2.5 eV͒ recombine through a second-order reaction with an activation energy of 0.3 eV, which is proposed as the activation energy for recombination of close Ga vacancy-interstitial pairs. Centers responsible for extrinsic absorption bands in the range from 1.2 to 2.5 eV disappear through a first-order reaction, with an activation energy of 0.5 eV, which is proposed as the migration energy of Ga vacancies or interstitials.
This model is coherent with the photon energy at which bands are observed and the relative absorption intensity correlation, as both are determined by the vacancy-interstitial distance, through the Coulombian repulsion and the dipole matrix element, respectively.
